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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

Vuitton knows fashion is a money pitand keeps throwing money in it

It's  been a banner year for clothing at Louis Vuitton. Shoppers queuing for a streetwear collection developed with the
cult New York brand Supreme; red-carpet appearances by actresses Michelle Williams and Isabelle Huppert wearing
the brand; runway shows by star designer Nicolas Ghesquire at dramatic venues including the Louvre and the Miho
Museum in Japan. All of this has pushed Louis Vuitton's apparel business into the spotlight, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Want to be the next Coco Chanel? Become a coder

Eager to know what the next big thing in luxury will be? I am utterly convinced that digital talent will be as important
to fashion and luxury as design talent, per the Financial T imes.

Click here to read the entire article on the Financial T imes

Miu Miu pulls "offensive" yellow star clothing after complaints

A high-end fashion line owned by Prada says it's  pulling clothes that feature yellow star patches some critics say
resemble the Stars of David Jews were forced to wear during the Holocaust, says Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Tesla's push to build a self-driving car sparked dissent among its engineers

Tesla Inc. chief executive Elon Musk jolted the automotive world last year when he announced the company's new
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vehicles would come with a hardware upgrade that would eventually allow them to drive themselves, reports the
Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the Wall Street Journal
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